
 

Biohybrid soft robot with self-stimulating
skeleton outswims other biobots
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Side view of a swimming biobot developed at IBEC, consisting of a muscle cell-
laden hydrogel and a spring-like skeleton. These biobots can self-train, showing
surprising speed and strength. Credit: IBEC

A team of researchers working at Barcelona Institute of Science and
Technology has developed a skeletal-muscle-based, biohybrid soft robot
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that can swim faster than other skeletal-muscle-based biobots. In their
paper published in the journal Science Robotics, the group describes
building and testing their soft robot.

As scientists continue to improve the abilities of soft robots, they have
turned to natural materials such as animal tissue. To date, most efforts in
this area have involved the use of skeletal or cardiac muscles—each have
their strengths and weaknesses. Skeletal-muscle-based biobots have, for
example, suffered from lack of mobility and strength. In this new effort,
the researchers in Spain have developed a new design for a tinyskeletal-
muscle-based soft robot that overcomes both issues and is therefore able
to swim faster than others of its kind.

To make their biobot, the researchers used a simulation to create a
spring-based spine for a swimming creature shaped like an eel. The
simulation allowed the researchers to optimize its shape. They then 3D
printed the skeleton (which was made of a polymer called PDMS) and
used it as a scaffold for growing skeletal muscles. The finished robot was
approximately 260 micrometers long—its shape allowed for propulsion
in just one direction. The biobot moves when given electrical stimulation
; the charge incites the muscle to contract, which compresses the skeletal
spring inside. When the stimulation is removed, the energy in the spring
is released, pushing the biobot forward.

The researchers note that the biobot is able to swim in two modes: coast
and burst. In coast mode, the biobot can emulate fish that coast near the
bottom of a stream. In burst mode, the biobot can switch quickly from a
standstill to fast movement—much quicker, the researchers claim, than
any other skeletal-muscle-based biobot. Testing showed it capable of
attaining speeds of up to 800 micrometers per second, which translates
to approximately three body lengths per second. They note that such
speeds compare with current cardiac-muscle based biobots. They suggest
their design could lead to other new hybrid robots with higher force
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output that could be used to make swimming robots faster, or working
robots stronger.
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Top view of a biobot, consisting of a muscle cell-laden hydrogel and a spring-
like skeleton. Credit: IBEC

  More information: Maria Guix et al. Biohybrid soft robots with self-
stimulating skeletons, Science Robotics (2021). DOI:
10.1126/scirobotics.abe7577
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